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Spies joins the elite at Assien
The Dutch circuit of Assen is the most historic round of the MotoGP 
world championship and on Saturday Ben Spies took the fist Grand 
Prix victory of his already illustrious career.

The American, a former World Superbike champion, has long been 
touted as the most likely rider to make the breakthrough and compete 
with the so called “Aliens” of MotoGP-Casey Stoner, Valentino Rossi, 
Jorge Lorenzo and Dani Pedrosa- who have dominated the premier 
class to such an extent in the 800cc that they have taken all but three 
victories since the start of 2007.

On Saturday Spies became the fourth non-alien rider to taste the 
victory champagne in MotoGP but whereas riders like Chris Vermeulen 
were destined to never challenge for another victory Spies is well placed 
to compete at the sharp end in the coming years.

As a factory Yamaha rider there is little doubt that the machinery 
that Spies will have at his disposal for the next three years will enable 
him to challenge for more wins and inevitably compete for a world 
title. Spies came to MotoGP with tremendous expectation heaped on 
his shoulders and while he took some time adjusting to being a factory 
rider this season he has barely missed a beat since his promotion to the 
class at the start of last year.

With reigning world champion Lorenzo as his teammate there is a 
very competitive yardstick with which to measure Spies and while he 
does not yet possess the metronomic consistency of the Spaniard the 
Texan clearly has the speed with which to launch a sustained challenge 
for race wins in MotoGP.

In an era when rookies have come into the class and failed to live 
up to their potential it has been heartening to see Spies, and Marco 
Simoncelli, develop into true front line riders in 2011. Simoncelli is still 
waiting to make his breakthrough at the highest level but the Italian 
has blistering speed and while he still needs to curb his tendency for 
crashing in races there is more than enough potential for the lanky 
former 250GP champion to be a major force in the premier class.

Simoncelli started from pole position once again in Assen but, not 
for the first time in 2011, was the focus of attention after the race 
following his opening lap crash with Lorenzo. Unlike some of the 
criticism levelled on Simoncelli in the past this was a racing incident on 
a cold tyre that could not be avoided. It was unfortunate that it involved 
another rider but it will be another important element in Simoncelli’s 
development.

Triple world champion Kenny Roberts Sr. once said that “you can 
stop a fast rider crashing but you can’t make a slow rider fast.” Kevin 
Schwantz, Mick Doohan and Stoner all were serial crashes in their 
formative years in the premier class and now Simoncelli needs to find 
the equilibrium point of riding flat out and riding over the limit just like 
those greats. 

With the turn of speed that Simoncelli has shown in 2011 it would 
be of little surprise if we saw him break his duck this weekend at his 
home Grand Prix at Mugello.

Pedrosa returns to action
Stoner will once again be the hot favourite to win this weekend. 

The Australian finished second to Spies in holland but with title rival 
Lorenzo out of contention there was little reason for Stoner to push 
Spies to the flag. Instead he collected a safe 20 points and consolidated 
his title lead which now stands at 28 points. Interestingly for Stoner in 
the last twenty seasons only Max Biaggi in ’98 and Mick Doohan in 
’92 have failed to win the title after leading the championship after 
seven races.

Stoner’s Repsol honda teammate Dani Pedrosa is expected to return 
at action this weekend. The triple world champion has missed the last 
three races due to injury and his return will be one of the biggest stories 
of the weekend. The Spaniard fractured his collarbone in a crash with 
Simoncelli at Le Mans and has been absent since that race. 

Pedrosa’s return will be the main story of the weekend but it will be 
interesting to study the home crowd during the course of the weekend. 
Rossi has struggled in 2011 aboard the Ducati and while the team 
made the radical decision to use their 2012 chassis in holland there is 
little doubt that the home crowd will be expecting Rossi to challenge 
at the very front of the field.

Mugello has been one of his happiest hunting grounds but with 
top speed crucial to your lap time there is little reason for optimism in 
Bologna. The team spent the weekend trying to understand their new 
machine and while there is little doubt that Rossi and Jeremy Burgess 
will eventually make the bike competitive time is ticking on 2011.

It seemed that the more Rossi rode the 2012 machine in testing 
the less he liked the original 2011 bike. At Assen he looked happier on 
the Ducati but there is clearly still much for the nine times champion 
to understand about his new mount. As a result it will probably be 
much later in the season before the fruits of their labour bear fruit on 
the track.

The one kilometre long front straight at Mugello sees the bikes reach 
their highest speeds of the year and with Ducati lagging behind in the 
speed traps even standing on the podium would be an achievement 
for Rossi.

Vinales proves his credentials
While the long start/finish straight is key to lap times in MotoGP it 

has long been key to some of the closest racing in the smaller classes. 
The 125cc class especially has thrived at the Italian circuit with the top 
four separated by just 0.161s last year.

Marc Marquez was victorious 12 months ago after a thrilling race 
with Nico Terol and Pol espargaro joining the eventual world champion 
on the podium. Terol leads the 125cc championship but the Spaniard 
suffered a heavy crash at Assen and missed the race. Maverick Vinales 
took his second victory in seven starts and is now firmly in contention 
for the championship.

The 16 year old has looked like a veteran since entering the class at 
the start of the season and his turn of speed has led to comparisons 
to some of the great riders of recent years. It remains to be seen if he 
can challenge for the championship this year but there is little doubt 
that he has the potential to one day become a champion. Vinales has 
consistently displayed a maturity that belies his age and his two race 
wins have shown that he also has tremendous intelligence in addition 
to a blistering turn of speed. With Terol’s fitness still in doubt for this 
weekend the 125cc class is still wide open for any rider to mount a 
serious championship charge.

Stefan Bradl gave his title rivals a glint of hope by crashing out of the 
Moto2 race at Assen but the German still holds a comfortable 57 point 
championship lead over Marquez in the intermediate championship.

CYCLING Cuchulainn Cycling Club

AFTER 11 Rounds of the FPM Accountants 
Summer Cycling League it is Dundalk’s Declan 
Grey sitting on top of the league table, with a 
10 point cushion over Bryan McCrystal. 

Declan owes his lead to consist 
performances in the league to date, while 
McCrystal has gathered all his points in the 
time trials. In 3rd position, three  riders sit tied 
on points: Barry Douglas whom is having an 
excellent season so far in 2011, Gerry McCabe 
and Aaran McCann. 

From 3rd position onwards only five points 
separate 19 riders. In 9th position is Celine 
McPhilips leading the ladies section. Also 
joint in 9th position is Bohermeen’s Chris 
Reilly, leading the visitors section. So at this 
stage it really is all to play for, however the 
ball is squarely in Grey’s court thanks to his 
commanding lead.

Louth Cycling Championship
Another unique event this last week, was 

the return of a Louth Cycling Championships, 
incorporated into the FPM Accountants 
Summer Cycling League. 

The event was a 40km time trial held on 
the Carrick to Ardee road. Quickest on the 
night and hence the Louth Champion was 
Gerry McCabe. Next home was Peter Tomany 
followed by Colm Quinn. 

Five riders in total broke the magical one 
hour mark for the distance, a good result 
giving the windy conditions. Celine McPhilips 
was the 1st lady in a time of 1 hr 10 mins 39 
secs.

Newry Three Day event
Following the barring of defending 

champion Bryan McCrystal, Cuchulainn 
Cycling Club did not have as successful a race 
in the Newry Three Day as they did in 2010. 
However the club still finished as 3rd team 
overall despite being dogged by bad luck 
throughout. 

The race was ultimately decided on the 
Friday night during the criterium around 
the streets of Warrenpoint. A group of seven 

riders escaped on the 2nd of the 40 lap race, 
which contained no Cuchulainn riders. 

Escaping so early the bunch let the group 
go, however this was to be their mistake as the 
group built up such a lead early on that they 
held off the fast moving bunch for the win. 
This meant that no Dundalk men featured 
high on the general classification. 

Saturday’s first stage was uneventful with all 
riders coming home in the main bunch. That 
evening in the time trial several Cuchulainn 
riders did take back some time, but nothing 
significant.

Finally on the last day Gerry McCabe 
punctured while in a strong escape group, 
while Alan Grey suffered a heavy fall. With this 
bad luck it was a considerable achievement 
for the club to place 3rd overall in the race.

Womens and Beginners League
In the Women’s and Beginners league on 

Wednesday night four different groups set off 
from Felda at 7:30pm. 

First home was Cuchulainn’s Fiona Rogers, 
beating out Anthony Craven, who moved up 
to second from 3rd last week and Colman 
Ledwith in 3rd. 

Eve McCrystal rode very strongly in the 
scratch group and led them home in 5th 

place. The scratch group had caught both the 
3rd and 2nd groups.

Summer Solstice
The Summer Solstice held on June 21 was 

a huge success. 
The bad weather meant only 40 riders set 

out from the Crowne Plaza at sundown. The 
riders rode to The Spire on O`Connell Street, 
where they stopped for a well earned coffee, 
soup and sandwich. 

Heading back in the dark to Dundalk the 
large group was safe with each rider having 
lights and follow vehicles warning other road 
users. 

Once the group reached the Crowne Plaza a 
full breakfast buffet awaited them, where the 
bacon rolls went down extremely well.

NPS League 
The club’s mountain bikers headed to 

Round Seven of the NPS league in Slade Valley 
on June 26. 

Gary Shiels won the senior three race 
and is well in contention for the overall in 
this series. Also from the club in the senior 
race, newcomer Daire was 3rd  and Stephen 
Kelleher 5th. 

In the main event the senior one race, 
Aiden McDonald was an excellent 2nd place. 
Meanwhile in the Under 16 event Aaran 
McCann continued his good season with a 
5th place.

Kids Cycle Day
Finally as part of National Bike week, 

Cuchulainn held a kid’s cycle day at St 
Helena’s Park. 

The council had cut out an oval track on 
the grass and riders from four years old up to 
14 raced a variety of different events, before 
undertaking a 5km tour of Dundalk’s Cycling 
Paths. 

Every child on the day received a medal for 
completing a skills course, while the winners 
of the various races went home with a trophy 
for their efforts.

Grey holds ten 
point cushion

READY TO GO
Riders await the signal at the 
start of the Cuchulainn Cycling 
Club Under 8 race at St Helena’s 
Park last weekend.

The victorious Cuchulainn Cycling Club 
team at the Newry Three day event in 
2010. Unfortunately there was no repeat 
success for the club this year with Bryan 
McCrystal barred from taking part..


